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Abstract

The Anisotropic Quality Index (AQI) was previously introduced by the authors as a non-distortion-specific, no-
reference image quality measure. AQI is based on measuring the variance of the expected entropy of a given image
over a predefined set of orientations. In this paper, a statistical evaluation of AQI is provided using standard bench-
marking parameters showing good match with observer’s response. Some AQI extensions are proposed for tackling
ill-posed noise types that provide fair or poor performance. A comparison with other no-reference methods has been
included showing good competitiveness with many of them.
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1. Introduction1

No-reference image quality assessment (NR-IQA)2

methods provide quality estimates without any prior3

knowledge about the reference image and the qual-4

ity evaluation is only based on the test images. Most5

of the conventional NR-IQA algorithms can be classi-6

fied into three different categories: i) Distortion-specific7

(Single/Multiple distortion), ii) Natural scene statistics8

(NSS), and iii) Training/learning methods. For recent9

surveys of no-reference image quality assessment algo-10

rithms, the readers may refer to [1]. This paper is fo-11

cused on assessing the performance of the distortion-12

specific (multiple distortion mode), no-reference index13

called Anisotropic Quality Index (AQI) introduced by14

he authors in [2]. The major contributions of this pa-15

per are twofold. First, the AQI index has been evaluated16

using standard benchmarking parameters not previously17

considered in [2]. Secondly, AQI modifications are pro-18

posed to extend the suitability of the index to more noise19

types.20

Interestingly, the AQI measure has been used in dif-21

ferent real-world scenarios. Sidiropoulos and Muller [3]22

used AQI for the quality assessment of planetary de-23

graded images and Bos and Roggermann [4] for speckle24

image reconstruction. In [5], AQI was applied in differ-25

ent biometric applications (face, fingerprints and hand26

veins). AQI was used in different surveillance scenarios27

under the presence of atmospheric distortions [6] and28

for biomedical image classification [7].29

In a recent work, Maddheshiya [8] pointed out the30

need to develop no-reference quality metrics such as31

AQI that can overcome the limitation of other measures32

that are distortion specific. In addition to that, the AQI33

performance was validated using the LIVE database.34

LIVE is a standard image database that is frequently35

used as a benchmark because the distorted images have36

been evaluated by human observers. In such work, they37

concluded that AQI is highly correlated with Structural38

Similarity Index Measure (SSIM) [9] and therefore it39

will be suitable for no reference quality assessment and40

among the five distortion types included in LIVE it pro-41

vides a more accurate and stable performance for white42

noise and Gaussian blur distortions. This known AQI43

limitations led us to introduce few extensions for im-44

proving the index performance.45

This paper is structured as follows. Section 2 de-46

scribes the AQI comparison against Differential Mean47

Opinion Scores (DMOS) for different distortion types48

of the LIVE (Laboratory for Image & Video Engineer-49

ing - University of Texas at Austin) database. Section 350

presents a statistical evaluation of the AQI performance51

vs Mean Opinion Scores (MOS), for the set of noise52

types in the Tampere Image Database 2013 (TID2013)53

introducing some AQI modifications to fit the measure54

with ill-posed types. A comparison of scoring tests with55
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